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Abstract: The risk assessment of mine water inrush is a complicated theoretical and technical problem
that concerns hydrogeology conditions, engineering geology, mining conditions, rock mechanics,
etc. To address this problem, a software system for the risk assessment of mine water inrush was
established. From the matter-element extension theory, combined with the entropy-weight method,
a matter-element extension entropy-weight model was constructed to evaluate mine safety. Eleven
indices were determined based on the principles of science, rationality, operability, and representation,
and each index was quantitatively graded. This system had built-in abundant cases of typical mine
water inrush so users could determine the value of the parameter according to the analogy of water
inrush cases with similar conditions. Combined with the analysis of typical water inrush cases,
a database of water control measures with a strong advisory function was established. Finally,
through the case study of a typical mine, it was found that the results of this study agreed with the
practical ones, indicating that this system could improve the accuracy and availability of the risk
assessment of mine water inrush.

Keywords: roadway (tunnel) water inrush; matter-element extension entropy–weight model;
risk assessment; software design; engineering application

1. Introduction

With the frequent occurrence of mine water inrush in recent years, increasing attention is being
paid to the risk assessment of mine water inrush. Water inrushes have caused many casualties
and tremendous economic loss. Consequently, the effective risk assessment of mine water inrush is
extremely important for successful coal mining.

Currently, scholars have conducted considerable research on risk assessment methods for mine
water inrush. Jafar et al. illustrated the application of fuzzy set theory in water inrush grade assessment
processes and applied it to an engineering case [1]. Hua et al. put forward the notion of mine water
inrush phenomena caused by fault activation and set up a mathematical model of the non-linear
dynamic phenomenon based on catastrophe theory [2]. According to the lithology and structural
features of coal seams, Meng et al. proposed a mine water inrush risk assessment method based on
a conventional water inrush coefficient [3]. Lin et al. constructed the matter–element model for the
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assessment analysis of coal mine water hazard safety with a combination of interval empowerment
and extension theory [4]. Li and Chen set up an evaluation model by using a grey relational analysis
and analytic hierarchy process (AHP), whose availability improved the uncertainty between indexes of
mine water inrush effects and reflected the degree of importance for each index of mine water inrush
effects [5]. Ruan et al. improved the AHP and used it to determine the weight of each factor and
then set up a reasonable mine water inrush risk evaluation system [6]. Krzysztof et al. described the
quantity of water that entered the mine dewatering systems, the weather conditions for the period
preceding the inrush, the hydrogeological conditions, and the underground hydraulic connections
and identified a need to rebuild damaged mines [7]. Yang et al. established a systematic method
that was used to evaluate the risk of mine water inrush using a geographic information system (GIS)
and fuzzy set theory. The main hydrogeological indicators that control mine water inrush were
considered using a fuzzy mathematics approach where fractal analysis was used to quantify the fault’s
characteristics [8]. Xu and Sun established a coal mine water inrush risk evaluation system by using
an analytic hierarchy process structure to analyze coal mine water-related factors [9]. Qiu et al. used
an innovative combination of methods to assess the risk of water inrush based on the fuzzy Delphi
analytic hierarchy process (FDAHP) and grey relational analysis (GRA) [10]. Neural networks are also
used to evaluate the risk of water inrush [11].

Although the above theories and methods have been used to analyze the risk of mine water
inrush, each aforementioned method has disadvantages. For example, the precision of AHP primarily
depends on the reliability of the risk recursive model. As the determination of the membership
function includes certain subjectivity and arbitrariness, grey relational analysis and AHP may lead
to unreasonable results. Additionally, when evaluating the risk of mine water inrush, the value of
the index is often an exact value, which neglects the complexity of the hydrogeologic conditions
for underground engineering and the uncertainty of the risk. Most evaluation models can only
qualitatively or semi-quantitatively evaluate the risk of mine water inrush.

Considering the diversity of influencing factors of mine water inrush accidents, we sought to
establish a human–computer interactive system used to assess the water inrush risk level of mines
based on a matter–element extension entropy-weight model. The system can expand the range of
values of the correlation function, transform a definite single value to an interval value of the evaluation
index, and use the entropy method to calculate the weight coefficient of the evaluation index, which
can overcome the subjectivity of the weight coefficient and avoid human interference [12,13].

2. Overview of Mine Water Inrush Risk Assessment System

The system determines the parameters of each evaluation index through a comprehensive analysis
of geological conditions, mining methods, and risk management. The correlation degree of each index
is calculated by a simple correlation function, the weight of each index is calculated by the entropy
weight method, and a certain calculation process is introduced into the analysis program to calculate
the mine water inrush risk level. As a forecasting and consulting system, the system can make
a scientific assessment for the danger of mine water inrush and provide the basis for prevention and
control of mine water inrush. Several characteristics of the system are as follows.

2.1. Quantization and Selection of Evaluation Indices

The influence factors of mine water inrush are complicated and it is difficult to analyze each factor
when evaluating, so the most important and influential factors should be selected [14–16]. According
to hundreds of mine water inrush cases in the past 50 years, the mine water inrush environment
and factors have been analyzed [17–19]. Fault density, fault–water transmitting ability, fracture
development degree, artesian water pressure, watery property of the aquifer, karst development
degree, water recharging, thickness of aquifuge, strength of aquifuge, mining thickness, and mining
depth were selected as the evaluation indices of mine water inrush and expressed by c1, c2, c3, . . . ,
c11, respectively. Quantifying the value of each index and combining the matter-element extension
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entropy-weight model, the risk grade of mine water inrush was calculated based on the boundaries
proposed by Wang et al. [20]. The entire evaluation process included data preparation, risk-level
evaluation, result statistics, and data storage.

2.2. Reliability of the Assessment System

To ensure acceptability and reliability, the system calculates the index weight of factors by means
of entropy theory, then analyzes and evaluates the danger of mine water inrush according to a certain
logical relationship, and gives full play to the advantages of software systems such as rich information,
powerful computing function, and a rigorous reasoning and analysis process, resulting in a more
objective and accurate evaluation of mine water inrush danger.

2.3. Extendibility of the Assessment System

The system is an open system and can be continuously expanded in its practical application; new
cases can be added to the database, and the instance information can be modified manually. With the
continuous improvement of the prediction and forecast method for mine water inrush, the database
of the system can be inherited and accumulated, the reasoning process can be increasingly complete,
and the function can be continuously strengthened.

3. Structure of the System

The evaluation system mainly consists of an input program, analysis program, and database.
The basic framework of the software function is shown in Figure 1.
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3.1. Input Program

3.1.1. Analysis of Risk Factors

Fault Density (c1)

The density of fault is usually expressed by the number of faults per unit area or the length of fault
traces per unit area. The fault reduces the stability of a coal mine aquifuge; the larger the number of
faults, the greater the damage area of the mine. The expansion of the damage area will be accelerated
under the coupling action of mining-induced stress and artesian pressure. The speed of the expansion
of the fracture has a great influence on water bursting in the mine [21,22].

Fault-Water Transmission Ability (c2)

Faults and fracture zones are the main channels between surface water and the coal mine. Fault
water transmissivity mainly lies on the fault’s degree of crushing and the fault’s both-side aquifers’
contact relation. The fault fracture zone usually has good water conductivity and the water pressure
in the broken fault zone is easily released, which can lead to the occurrence of water inrush in the
working face or coal mine roadway [23].

Fracture Development Degree (c3)

Cracks in the coal seam floor can destroy the integrity of the stratum of rock, reduce the property
of water isolation of the coal seam floor, and cause the penetration of the pressure water. Therefore,
the development degree of cracks in the coal seam floor has an important influence on the prediction
of floor water inrush, the guidance of the mining face, and the layout of the mining roadway [24,25].

Artesian Water Pressure (c4)

The hydraulic pressure of the confined aquifer determines whether the water inrush will occur
in the coal floor, and its water yield property decides the scale of mine water inrush and the degree
of threat to the mine. The artesian water pressure is the biggest disaster source of mine water inrush,
and the closer the coal seam is to the aquifer, the greater the water pressure of the coal seam floor [26].

Watery Property of the Aquifer (c5)

The watery property of the floor aquifer is the material basis of mine water inrush, and its water
yield property decides the size of water inrush in the mine and the duration of the water inrush point.
Normally, the water yield property of soluble formations is better than others. However, due to the
heterogeneity of karst development in the water recharge area, the water yield property of the aquifer
in the horizontal direction and vertical direction shows great differences [27,28].

Karst Development Degree (c6)

The development degree of karst aquifers is one of the prerequisites for mine water inrush, and is
closely related to the quantity of water inrush of the mine. The greater the degree of karst development,
the greater the water inflow of mine water inrush and, conversely, the smaller the water inflow of mine
water inrush [29].

Water Recharging (c7)

Precipitation funnels, fractures, and other features are the primary connecting pathways between
the external terrain environment and the water system of the mine, and the area where the infiltration
of surface water occurs largely determines the water supply of the water system of the mine [30].
The water recharge area also has a direct impact on the development of unfavorable geology and
mine water.
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Thickness of Aquifuge (c8)

The thickness of an aquifuge has an immediate effect on the forms and scales of the mine
water-conducting structure, and the type of hydraulic connection of adjacent water-containing
structures also has an immediate effect on the water yield of the mine water system. The greater the
thickness of the aquifuge, the stronger the capacity of water resistance, and the smaller the possibility
of water inrush in coal mines under normal geological conditions [31].

Strength of Aquifuge (c9)

The strength of an aquifuge is the main factor that affects the capacity of the aquifuge to resist
water inrush, and it is an important index to evaluate whether mine water inrush will occur. The smaller
the strength of the aquifuge, the greater the influence of the structure of water conduction, the mine
pressure, and the artesian water on the mine water inrush. Therefore, the area with the lower strength
of the aquifuge is often the most potentially dangerous area of water inrush in the mine [32].

Mining Thickness (c10)

With the increment of mining thickness, the displacement of the laneway increases obviously,
and the deformation is proportional to the mining thickness. However, the stress of the surrounding
rock decreases with the increment of mining thickness. Maximum stress and mining thickness have
an inverse relation, and the distance of maximum stress from the face is directly proportional. Usually,
a greater mining thickness is more likely to cause a mine water inrush [33].

Mining Depth (c11)

Coal seam floor failure depth increases with mining depth. The potential risk of mine water inrush
through the coal seam floor is much higher for deep mining than for shallow mining. The statistical
results show that the average destruction depth of the mine increases approximately 0.8 m with each
increase of 100 m in the mining depth [34].

3.1.2. Grading Standard and Normalized Processing

In this system, according to these 11 evaluation indexes, the risk of mine water inrush is divided
into five grades: I, II, III, IV, and V, representing very low risk, low risk, medium risk, high risk,
and very high risk, respectively. The risk grade standards of the evaluation indices are presented in
Table 1 based on the boundaries proposed by Wang et al. [20].

Table 1. Grade standards of the evaluation indexes.

Evaluation Indices
Risk Grades of Mine Water Inrush

Very High High Medium Low Very Low

c1 (lip/km2) >2.9 2.9~2.5 2.5~2.1 2.1~1.6 <1.6
c2 4~5 3~4 2~3 1~2 <1
c3 4~5 3~4 2~3 1~2 <1

c4 (MPa) >3.7 3.7~3 3~2 2~1.2 <1.2
c5 4~5 3~4 2~3 1~2 <1
c6 4~5 3~4 2~3 1~2 <1
c7 4~5 3~4 2~3 1~2 <1

c8 (m) <31 31~49 49~74 74~93 >93
c9 (MPa) <1.4 1.4~1.7 1.7~2.1 2.1~2.4 >2.4
c10 (m) >2.1 2.1~1.6 1.6~1.4 1.4~1.2 <1.2
c11 (m) >750 750~650 650~550 550~450 <450

To facilitate the comparison of different evaluation indicators and scientific induction, the various
indices should be normalized. Normalization is a dimensionless processing method that makes the
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absolute value of the physical system value a relative value relation. If the risk level increases with
the index, one can use Equation (1) for the calculation. However, Equation (2) could be used for the
calculation. The non-dimensional index grade division is shown in Table 2.

c′i =
cimax − ci

cimax − cimin
(1)

c′i =
ci − cimin

cimax − cimin
(2)

Table 2. Normalized standard of classification.

Evaluation Indices
Risk Grades of Mine Water Inrush

Very High High Medium Low Very Low

c1 (lip/km2) 0.500~1.000 0.344~0.500 0.219~0.344 0.094~0.219 0.000~0.094
c2 0.800~1.000 0.600~0.800 0.400~0.600 0.200~0.400 0.000~0.200
c3 0.800~1.000 0.600~0.800 0.400~0.600 0.200~0.400 0.000~0.200

c4 (MPa) 0.700~1.000 0.500~0.700 0.250~0.500 0.075~0.250 0.000~0.075
c5 0.800~1.000 0.600~0.800 0.400~0.600 0.200~0.400 0.000~0.200
c6 0.800~1.000 0.600~0.800 0.400~0.600 0.200~0.400 0.000~0.200
c7 0.800~1.000 0.600~0.800 0.400~0.600 0.200~0.400 0.000~0.200

c8 (m) 0.690~1.000 0.510~0.690 0.260~0.510 0.070~0.260 0.000~0.070
c9 (MPa) 0.462~1.000 0.346~0.462 0.192~0.346 0.077~0.192 0.000~0.077
c10 (m) 0.520~1.000 0.440~0.520 0.360~0.440 0.160~0.360 0.000~0.160
c11 (m) 0.438~1.000 0.312~0.438 0.188~0.312 0.063~0.188 0.000~0.063

3.1.3. Data Input

Parameter values of each evaluation index in a specific project case can be obtained according to
the above analysis. As all the parameter values are input to the system, the mine water inrush risk can
be produced by a certain calculation process that will be outlined in the input program in this research.
Interfaces of the software system are shown in Figure 2.
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3.2. Analysis Program

The risk grade of mine water inrush can be calculated using the parameter value prepared in
the input program that emerged intuitively on the main interface. An exhaustive evaluation process
and evaluation file can be saved as a reference for further understanding, or for further work on
the assessment.

3.2.1. Matter-Element Extension Entropy-Weight Model

Classical Field, Festival Field, and Matter-Element to be Evaluated

Assume

Rj =
[
Nj, C, Vj

]
=


Nj c1 V1j

c2 V2j
...

...
cn Vnj

 =


Nj c1

〈
a1j, b1j

〉
c2

〈
a2j, b2j

〉
...

...
cn

〈
anj, bnj

〉

 (3)

where Rj is the j isomorphic matter–element; Nj is the j evaluation grade; ci is the i assessment index;
and Vij =

〈
aij, bij

〉
is the value scope of Nj, j = 1, 2, . . . , m.

RP(P, C, VP) =


P c1 V1P

c2 V2P
...

...
cn VnP

 =


P c1

〈
a1P, b1p

〉
c2

〈
a2p, b2P

〉
...

...
cn

〈
anp, bnp

〉

 (4)
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where the P is the value of the entire mine; Vip =
〈

aip, bip
〉

is the codomain of P; and Vij ⊂ Vip (i = 1,2,
. . . , n; j = 1,2, . . . , m).

For mine P, the statistical data and analysis results of mine water inrush grade can be expressed
by matter-element R.

R =


P c1 v1

c2 v2
...

...
cn vn

 (5)

where vi is the value of each evaluation index ci.

Correlation Function Value

Kj(vi) =


−ρ(vi ,Vij)
|Vij| , vi ∈ Vij

ρ(vi ,Vij)
ρ(vi ,ViP)−ρ(vi ,Vij)

, vi /∈ Vij

(6)

where the

ρ
(
vi, Vij

)
=

∣∣∣∣vi −
aij + bij

2

∣∣∣∣− aij − bij

2
(7)∣∣Vij

∣∣ = ∣∣bij − aij
∣∣ (8)

ρ
(
vi, Vip

)
=

∣∣∣∣vi −
aip + bip

2

∣∣∣∣− aip − bip

2
(9)

Weight Calculation

Entropy is a measure of the degree of disorder of a system. The larger the entropy, the more
chaotic the system (the less information it carries). The smaller the entropy, the more ordered the
system (the more information it carries). Information entropy is used to describe the amount of event
information on average, so in mathematics information entropy is the expectation of the amount of
information contained in the event. For a certain index, the entropy value can be used to judge the
degree of the discrete index. The smaller the entropy value, the greater the degree of the discrete index,
and the greater the impact (weight) of the index on the comprehensive evaluation. If the entropy value
of an index is all equal, the index will not play a role in comprehensive evaluation.

The entropy-weight method is an objective method of weight calculation. The entropy-weight of
each assessment index can be calculated by using information entropy based on the degree of variation
of each indicator [35,36]. Then, the weight of each index is modified by the method of entropy to
obtain a more objective index weight. The results obtained by the entropy-weight method are more
accurate and more objective, which can better explain the results compared to other subjective weight
calculation methods.

The judgment matrix is constructed according to the above analysis and Equations (9)–(12).

R = (rji)y∗n (j = 1, 2, · · · , y; i = 1, 2, · · · , n) (10)

The entropy of each evaluation index is defined according to the improved entropy concept.

Hi =
−1
ln y

y
∑

j=1
f ji ln f ji (j = 1, 2, · · · , y; i = 1, 2, · · · , n) (11)

f ji = (rji + 1)/
y

∑
j=1

(rji + 1) (12)
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Equation (13) is used to calculate the weight of each evaluation index.

ai =
1− Hi

n−
n
∑

i=1
Hi

and
n

∑
i=1

ai = 1 (13)

Grade Evaluation

The correlation degree of risk grade j is calculated by Equation (14)

Kj(p) =
n

∑
i=1

aiKj(vi) (14)

where Kj(p) is the relational grade of j.

Kj0(p) = max
j∈{1,2,··· ,m}

Kj(P) (15)

Then P belongs to grade j0.
Order

−
K j(p) =

Kj(p)−min
j

Kj(p)

max
j

Kj(p)−min
j

Kj(p)
(16)

J∗ =

m
∑

j=1
j×
−
K j(p)

m
∑

j=1

−
K j(p)

(17)

where J* is the variable eigenvalue of P.

3.3. Database

The geological structure, hydrogeological condition, mining effect, and other engineering
information are stored completely in the case inquiry of this system. The statistical analysis of
the engineering information makes the assessment data more objective and reasonable. The interface
of the case inquiry is shown in Figure 3. Control measures corresponding to different risk levels can be
ascertained by consulting the assessment rules. The risk-controlling measures are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Risk measures.

Grade Risk-Controlling Measures

I Normal construction.

II Normal construction, construction organization should strengthen, monitor, and assign
managers to supervise safety production.

III Stop construction, construction organization should take precautionary measures in time
according to the field situation.

IV Stop construction, construction organization should take precautionary measures in time and
make design changes.

V Stop construction, construction organization should take precautionary measures, make
a construction rectification, and convene assembly of experts for large-scale design changes.

4. Engineering Applications of the System

4.1. Parameter Value

Wang et al. (2012) researched the risk of mine water inrush at the 3612 working face of No. 6
coal seam of the Shanxi Formation in the Huaibei Permian mining area based on secondary fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation [20]. The system used the case information provided by Wang et al.
(2012) [20] to verify the feasibility of the mine water inrush assessment system and the accuracy of the
evaluation. The indices’ values for the risk assessment of mine water inrush were calculated based
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on the engineering geological and hydrogeological conditions provided by Wang et al. (2012) [20].
The indices’ values for the risk of mine water inrush are shown in Table 4. The input interface of part
of the index values is shown in Figure 4.
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Table 4. Indices’ values for risk of mine water inrush.

Evaluation Indices c1 (lip/km2) c2 c3 c4 (MPa) c5 c6 c7 c8 (m) c9 (MPa) c10 (m) c11 (m)

Value 3.5 1 1 3.14 2 2 2 55 1.4 3 450

4.2. Grade of Risk Assessment

Eigen matter–element Rp of the risk grade of mine water inrush was calculated according to
Equations (3)–(5) and Table 2.

RP =

 P
S1 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11

0.936 0.200 0.200 0.540 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.320 0.462 0.907 0.063


Correlation function values (K(vi)) for each evaluation grade of mine water inrush were calculated

based on Equations (6)–(9).

K(vi) =



−0.30 0.05 −0.02 −0.32 −0.48
−0.36 −0.25 −0.06 0.20 −0.18
−0.36 0.21 −0.14 −0.36 −0.48
−0.92 −0.91 −0.87 −0.76 0.21
−0.75 −0.67 −0.50 0.00 0.00
−0.74 −0.67 −0.51 0.01 −0.99
−0.74 −0.65 −0.52 0.00 0.02
−0.72 −0.68 −0.55 0.04 −0.98
−0.85 −0.76 −0.67 0.12 0.20
−0.31 0.06 −0.03 −0.32 −0.48
−0.21 −0.14 −0.16 −0.20 −0.45


The greater the grade of index ci, the greater the influence on the risk of mine water inrush.

Therefore, ci should be given a greater weight value. The weights of each index ci could be obtained
based on Equations (10)–(13).

c = (c1, c2, · · · , c11) = (0.06, 0.15, 0.14, 0.32, 0.34, 0.10, 0.21, 0.34, 0.18, 0.04, 0.11)

The risk grade of water inrush and the correlation degree of grade j were calculated using
Equations (14)–(17). The risk of floor water inrush turned out to be very high and tended to be high in
the 3612 working face of No. 6 coal seam of the Shanxi Formation in the Huaibei Permian mining area
according to the calculation results of Table 5. The evaluation results agreed with the secondary fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation and field-observed results. Evaluation results of this software system are
shown in Figure 5.

4.3. Result Analysis

More data were calculated and gathered for further testing to verify the mine water inrush risk
assessment system. The indices’ values for these cases are shown in Table 6. The correlation degree and
risk grade of each case calculated by the software system are displayed in Table 7. The results derived
from the software system and secondary fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and the field-observed
results were compared (assume 0 for no occurrence of mine water inrush, and 1 for occurrence of
mine water inrush.). The results showed that it was more convenient to acquire the evaluation data,
the process of evaluation was simpler and faster, and the evaluation result was more accurate and
reasonable (J* = 4.7 means that the grade of the surrounding rock is Grade IV to Grade V, and is closer
to Grade V). The corresponding prevention and control measures are given according to the results
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of the evaluation (see Table 3). However, other evaluation methods can only be used to determine
whether water inrush is occurring. This software system provides a powerful tool for systematically
assessing the risk of mine water inrush, and the proposed model has practical guiding implications
and can be applied in further mining engineering.Water 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13 of 16 
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Table 5. The sample of comprehensive extensive evaluation.

Sample Correlation Degree Evaluation Results

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 J* Matter–Element Extension
Entropy–Weight Theory

S1 −0.47 −0.45 −0.36 −0.42 −0.56 4.72 V→IV

Table 6. Indices values of engineering applications.

Coalfield c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11

A mine in Jiaozuo, Henan 1.54 3 5 1.9 5 5 4 28.5 2.1 5.5 550

2137 working face in ZhaogeZhuang
mine in Hebei Kailuan 0.3 1 3 10 5 2 1 130 2.4 9 1100

9901 working face in Taoyang mine
south of Feicheng mining 3.52 4 3 0.6 5 2 2 9 1.6 1.32 100

8634 working face in Hebei Fengfeng
Yangqu mine 0.6 1 2 3.9 5 5 5 57 1.9 1.43 355

A working face in the west of
Feicheng mine 2.56 4 5 2.85 4 4 5 29.66 2.6 1.5 280
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Table 7. Risk assessment results of each engineering practice.

Coalfield
Synthetic Attribute Measures

Matter–Element
Extension–Entropy

Weight Theory

Evaluation Value
in Wang et al.

(2012) [20]

Actual
Value

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 J* Risk

A mine in Jiaozuo, Henan −0.39 −0.13 −0.02 −0.11 −0.38 3.64 IV→III 1 1

2137 working face in
Zhaogezhaung mine in

Hebei Kailuan
−0.35 −0.10 −0.02 −0.05 −0.28 2.34 III→II 0 0

9901 working face in
Taoyang mine south of

Feicheng mining
−0.39 −0.24 −0.12 −0.21 −0.39 3.73 IV→III 1 1

8634 working face in
Hebei Fengfeng

Yangqu mine
−0.25 −0.24 −0.32 −0.01 −0.15 2.26 III→II 0 0

A working face in the west
of Feicheng mine −0.52 −0.14 −0.19 −0.28 −0.29 3.65 IV→III 1 1

5. Conclusions

Risk factors were selected as the assessment indices to evaluate the mine water inrush based
on the principles of rationality, operability, and representation, involving fault density, fault-water
transmitting ability, fracture development degree, artesian water pressure, watery property of the
aquifer, karst development degree, water recharging, thickness of aquifuge, strength of aquifuge,
mining thickness, and mining depth. The system was used to normalize the evaluation index, which
made the evaluation index comparable, so that the risk grade of mine water inrush obtained was
more accurate.

A synthetic evaluation system was proposed to evaluate the risk of water inrush in coal
mining. The matter-element extension theory and the entropy-weight method were combined for risk
assessment. The entropy-weight was applied to calculate the weight of the evaluation index of the
risk grade of mine water inrush, which reduced the influence of human subjective factors, realized the
quantification of qualitative indicators, improved the reliability of evaluation indicators, and provided
some reference for mine water inrush safety management.

According to the data of the 3612 working face of No. 6 coal seam of the Shanxi Formation
in the Huaibei Permian mining area provided by Wang et al. [20], a case study was conducted.
The mine water inrush risk of more engineering practices was assessed. The evaluation results of the
software system agreed well with the field-observed results. Results from the proposed model and
secondary fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method were also compared, and they indicated that it
was accurate and feasible to assess the risk of floor water inrush using the proposed mine water inrush
risk assessment system.
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